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The use of a liquid microjet as a possible source of interest for Second Harmonic Generation (SHG)
and Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) spectroscopy is examined. We measured non-resonant SHG
scattering patterns from the air/water interface of a microjet of pure water and observe a strong
enhancement of the SHG signal for certain scattering angles. These enhancements can be explained
by the optical properties and the shape of the liquid microjet. SFG experiments at the surface of
a liquid microjet of ethanol in air show that it is also possible to measure the coherent vibrational
SFG spectrum of the ethanol/air interface in this way. Our findings are useful for future far-UV
or X-ray based nonlinear optical surface experiments on liquid jets. In addition, combined X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy and SHG/SFG measurements are feasible, which will be very useful
in improving our understanding of the molecular foundations of electrostatic and chemical surface
properties and phenomena. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4896996]

I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid and aqueous interfaces in particular are intimately
connected to many biological, chemical, and physical pro-
cesses, such as protein folding and aggregation,1, 2 biological
membrane formation,3, 4 catalysis,5, 6 emulsion, and aerosol
processing.7, 8 Knowledge of the molecular surface structure
is crucial for the understanding of these processes. Molecu-
lar level information of an interface can be obtained by us-
ing nonlinear surface spectroscopy. The two most common
methods are Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) and Sum
Frequency Generation (SFG) that were first applied to prob-
ing surfaces in 1969 by Brown and Matsuoka9 and in 1987
by Guyot-Sionnest et al.,10, 11 and Harris et al.,12 respectively.
In a surface SHG or SFG experiment two intense electro-
magnetic fields from a pulsed laser source (two beams with
identical, often near-infrared or visible frequency (SHG) or
an infrared and visible pulse pair (SFG)) are reflected from
an interface, where they induce a second-order polarization
that oscillates at the second harmonic or sum frequency. The
magnitude and spectral shape is determined by the second-
order susceptibility tensor (χ (2)) of the material, which repre-
sents an averaged response of all molecular responses. Since
χ (2) is a physical property of the material, it must also reflect
the spatial symmetry properties of that material (Neumann’s
principle). As a consequence, (in the electric-dipole approxi-
mation) χ (2) vanishes in centrosymmetric bulk media.13 This
means that SHG and SFG can often be applied as surface
sensitive techniques, with which only the first few molecu-
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lar layers situated at the interface are probed. Vibrationally
resonant SFG can be used to measure the coherent vibra-
tional surface spectrum from the interface, which contains
information about molecular composition, order, and chiral-
ity. Since the initial experiments, thousands of studies have
been performed to elucidate the molecular complexity of a
large variety of interfaces (reviewed in, e.g., Refs. 14–27).
The most commonly employed geometry is the reflection ge-
ometry from a planar interface, but other geometries are also
used. Scattering SHG or SFG, for example, can be used to
probe the interfaces of micrometer and nanometer sized par-
ticles and droplets.28, 29 Such a geometry, aside from allow-
ing access to the interface of small particles in buried liquid
or solid media, also has advantages in decreasing the inher-
ent challenges that are caused by chemical contaminations,
which are present in every sample.30 Scattering experiments
thus form an attractive alternative for studying liquid/liquid
interfaces.31 Liquid jets are another alternative for reducing
impurity induced artifacts32, 33 (as the interface is continu-
ously refreshed) or avoiding the use of windows34–36 when
the optical excitation demands such applications. Heating ef-
fects are also eliminated in the liquid jet and it allows to study
kinetics at interfaces.37–39 Liquid jets are mostly used in X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and X-ray adsorption
spectroscopy experiments40–44 but have been used as well in
kinetic resonant second harmonic experiments.37 Recently, a
microflow system based on a liquid microjet combined with
a fluorescence microscope was employed to study interfacial
reactions.38, 39 Cooling and freezing of bulk water in droplets
have been studied using femtosecond X-ray spectroscopy on
a liquid microjet.45 Liquid microjets can also be used to
study adsorption kinetics of surfactants on millisecond and
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the experiments. (a) Photograph of the liquid microjet in operation next to the collecting lens of the SFG setup. The microjet is illuminated
by a red diode laser at the boundary between the laminar flow (top, transparent) and turbulent (bottom, white) sections of the liquid microjet. (b) Schematic
layout of the horizontal plane of the SHG experiment. (c) Schematic layout of the horizontal plane of the SFG experiment.

sub-millisecond timescales.46–49 This is important for the in-
vestigation of stabilising foams, spreading of droplets on solid
surfaces, inkjet printing, the coalescence of droplets and the
breakup of jets. Furthermore, recent studies show that surface
chemical equilibrium of water can be different with flow and
without flow.50

Here, we explore the use of a liquid jet to perform
non-resonant elastic second harmonic generation and vi-
brationally resonant sum frequency generation. We mea-
sure non-resonant SHG scattering patterns from the air/water
interface of a microjet of pure water and observe a strong en-
hancement of the SHG signal for certain scattering angles.
This enhancement can be explained by the optical proper-
ties and shape of the liquid microjet. SFG experiments at
the surface of a liquid microjet of ethanol in air show that
it is also possible to measure the coherent vibrational SFG
spectrum of the ethanol/air interface. Based on our experi-
ments, it should be possible in the future to use liquid jets to
perform far-UV or X-ray based surface experiments employ-
ing SHG and SFG. In addition, combined X-ray photoelec-
tron Spectroscopy and SHG/SFG measurements are feasible,
which will be very useful in improving our understanding of
the molecular foundations of electrostatic and chemical sur-
face properties and phenomena.51 In what follows, we first
describe experimental details of the jet and the optical setups.
Then we present SHG angular patterns from the liquid micro-
jet and investigate the optical properties of the scattering ge-
ometry with ray optics. Finally, we present the results of the
SFG experiments that were performed on a liquid microjet of
ethanol.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Chemicals

Ethanol (99.9%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Ultra-purified, filtered and UV treated H2O with an electri-
cal resistance of at least 18.2 M� cm was obtained from a
Milli-Q direct-Q-3UV system (Millipore, Inc.). For a typical
measurement ∼10 ml of liquid was needed.

B. The liquid jet

We used the liquid microjet setup described in Refs. 52
and 53. Briefly, this liquid jet source consists of an HPLC
pump operating with a flow rate of 0.4 ml/min that is con-
nected to a quartz nozzle (Microliquids GmbH) with an in-
ner diameter of 35 μm. Pure water or ethanol was contin-
uously pumped through an injection loop made of perflu-
oroalkoxyalkane (PFA) that is connected to a 2 μm inline
PEEK filter that connects to the nozzle. The nozzle was
mounted using an x-y-z translation stage (SmarAct piezo mo-
tors), such that the jet flow was vertical. The liquid flow is
stable in air and remains intact for at least 2 mm downstream
after exiting the nozzle. The jet eventually breaks up due to
Rayleigh instabilities to yield aerosols. Consequently, the first
2 mm of the liquid flow is optically transparent (correspond-
ing to laminar flow). Figure 1(a) shows a photograph of the
liquid jet in operation.

C. The SHG setup

The system used for non-resonant SHG is described in
detail in Ref. 54. Briefly, our experiments were performed us-
ing a pulsed Yb:KGW laser system (Pharos, Light Conver-
sion) delivering 190 fs pulses centered at 1028 nm with a 200
kHz repetition rate. The laser power was set to 80 mW (as
measured before the sample). A quarter-wave plate (Thorlabs,
WPQ05M-1030), a half-wave plate (Thorlabs, WPH05M-
1030), and a linear polarizer (Thorlabs, GT-10B) were used
to control the polarization state of the incoming fundamen-
tal beam. A dichroic mirror (Thorlabs, M254H00) and a long
pass filter (Thorlabs, FEL07500) were used to ensure that
only 1028 nm light reached the sample. The thus filtered and
polarized pulses were focused down to a 35 μm beam waist
using a 7.5 cm plano-convex lens. The liquid jet was placed in
the focus of the incoming beam. The scattered SHG light was
collimated with a plano-convex lens (f = 5 cm) and subse-
quentially passed through an iris (to control the angular reso-
lution), and a band pass filter (Chroma, ET525/50-2P, to sepa-
rate the SHG signal from the fundamental). The filtered SHG
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light was focused into a PMT with a plano-convex lens (f = 3
cm). Figure 1(b) shows a sketch of the setup. The gate width
of the PMT was set to 10 ns, the acquisition time was 1.5 s,
and 20 acquisitions were averaged for each data point. The
PMT was mounted on a motorized rotation stage (Standa,
8MR151-1-670mA). The polarization of the scattered light
was analyzed with a second polarizer (Thorlabs, GT-10A).
The scattered SHG signal was measured with angular steps
of 5◦ and an angular resolution of 3.5◦.

D. The SFG setup

Broad-band vibrational sum frequency spectra were mea-
sured using the setup for sum frequency generation experi-
ments described in Ref. 30. An 800 nm regeneratively ampli-
fied Ti:sapphire system (Spitfire Pro, Spectra physics) seeded
with an 80 MHz 800 nm oscillator (Integral 50, Femtolasers)
was operated at a 1 kHz repetition rate to pump a commercial
OPG/OPA/DFG system (HE-TOPAS-C, Light Conversion),
which was used to generate IR pulses. The visible beam was
split off directly from the amplifier and spectrally shaped with
a home-built pulse shaper. The angle between the 10 μJ visi-
ble (VIS) beam (800 nm, FWHM 15 cm−1) and the 10 μJ IR
beam (3200 nm, FWHM 163 cm−1) was 20◦. The SFG sig-
nal was detected at 45◦ with respect to the IR beam (see Fig.
1(c) for a sketch). The angular resolution was 22◦. The SFG
and VIS beams were polarized in the vertical (S) direction and
the IR beam was polarized in the horizontal plane (P), lead-
ing to the polarization combination SSP. The recorded inten-
sity was baseline subtracted and normalized by the SFG spec-
trum of a z-cut quartz crystal that was recorded before each
measurement.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We investigate the use of a liquid jet by measuring
angular SHG intensity patterns in multiple polarization com-
binations and for different incident powers. SHG can origi-
nate from bulk water in the form of hyper Rayleigh scatter-
ing (HRS) as well as from the air/water interface. HRS is
weak incoherent SHG that originates from the electronic non-
centrosymmetry of isotropic liquid molecules.55, 56 The HRS
intensity in the polarization combination SS is the strongest
(approximately 8× stronger than the intensity in the PP com-
bination) and the angular intensity is uniform.57 In contrast,
non-resonant SHG signal that is reflected from a water/air in-
terface is strongly peaked around the phase-matched direction
and is emitted preferentially in the PP polarization combina-
tion. Both HRS and surface SHG processes are characterized
by a quadratic dependence on the incoming power.

A. The liquid jet as a micro-lens

Figure 2(a) shows typical SHG scattering patterns in PP
and SS polarization combinations from a water jet. The PP
signal displays two sharp peaks at ∼35◦ on top of two broader
less intense peaks. The SS signal is also shown, which does
not display much intensity. The shape of the pattern was the

FIG. 2. Second harmonic generation from a water jet. (a) Scattering pattern
from the laminar part of the liquid water jet. The polarization combinations
were PP (red curve) and SS (blue curve). The dashed lines indicate the angles
at which the power dependence measurements of Fig. 3 were performed. The
black solid line shows two Gaussian peaks with an angular FWHM width
of 18.2◦ centered at 39.2◦, which represents the result of the considerations
described in the text. (b) Linear Mie calculation of the electric field amplitude
of the fundamental beam in P-polarization for a planar wave scattered from
a cylinder of water. The drawing shows a scheme of refraction of one ray at
the front and back side of the liquid jet.

same for the laminar and the turbulent parts of the liquid jet.
It can be seen that the PP signal is 20× more intense than the
SS signal. In addition, the maximum intensity of the PP SHG
signal from the liquid jet is 15× larger than hyper-Rayleigh
scattering in SS polarization from bulk water in the cuvette.54

Given the difference between surface SHG and HRS, it is thus
likely that the signal originates from the air/water interface
and not from the bulk water. It is of further interest to note that
the signal at 35◦ is ∼ 50× larger than the signal in the direc-
tion of the sum of the incoming wave vectors (phase matched
direction, without refraction in the jet). In what follows we
explain this behavior. For understanding the scattering pattern
we use a simplified approach based on ray optics and Gaus-
sian beam optics. We use Mie theory to qualitatively confirm
our findings.

To explain the observed angular intensity pattern and to
arrive at a reasonable estimate of the found curve, we first
consider the intensity characteristics of the fundamental beam
with ray optics45 and Mie scattering,58 and subsequently con-
sider the resulting SH emission. A central parameter in ray
optics is the distance of a ray that enters or exits the jet
with respect to the optical axis (in the horizontal plane and
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perpendicular to the optical axis). We assign this parameter
with x for the entering beam and y for the emitted beam (see
Fig. 2(b)). The jet can be modelled as a water cylinder with
radius r and refractive index n. The relationship between x
and y is given by

y = r sin
(

2 arcsin
x

nr
− arcsin

x

r

)
. (1)

The emission or scattering angle θ is given by

θ = 2
(

arcsin
x

r
− arcsin

x

nr

)
. (2)

The intensity of the fundamental beam Iω at the back side of
the cylinder can be expressed as a function of the incoming
intensity:

Iω = I (x)
dx

dy
. (3)

It can be shown that this function goes to infinity at a scatter-
ing angle of θ = 39.2◦, which means that there will be strong
focusing at the back of the cylinder. This angle agrees well
with the maximum angle of Fig. 2(a). Our data, however, is
not very sharply peaked as the above consideration suggests.
Since the size of the “focus” at 39.2◦ is limited by diffraction
effects it cannot be smaller than the fundamental wavelength
(1.028 μm), so that the peaks in the angular pattern will be
broadened. The actual size of the focus of the fundamental
beam can be estimated more accurately by using linear Mie
scattering theory. Fig. 2(b) shows the calculated E-field dis-
tribution for a plane wave of 1028 nm illuminating a water
(n = 1.33) cylinder with a 35 μm diameter.58

At the back surface of the jet, the focused beam gener-
ates second harmonic photons in either reflection or trans-
mission mode. Only the transmitted part reaches the detector.
The reflected SHG light travels back through the liquid and
then exits the jet in the direction of the incoming fundamen-
tal beam. The intensity of the transmitted second harmonic
radiation can be written as:

I2ω ∝ χ (2)
eff I 2

ω, (4)

where χ (2)
eff is the second-order susceptibility, which repre-

sents the response of the surface. For the polarization combi-
nation SS, the signal only relies on the χ

(2)
y ′y ′y ′ elements (with

x′,y′,z′ defined as a coordinate system with z′ along the radi-
ally directed surface normal and x′ along the azimuthal an-
gle and y′ along the symmetry axis of the cylinder). Since
this element vanishes for isotropic surfaces,27 Eq. (4) leads
to I2ω = 0 for SS polarization. For the polarization combi-
nation PP, SHG signal arises from the elements χ

(2)
z′z′z′ ; χ

(2)
z′x ′x ′

= χ
(2)
z′y ′y ′ ; χ

(2)
y ′z′y ′ = χ

(2)
x ′z′x ′ ; χ

(2)
x ′x ′z′ = χ

(2)
y ′y ′z′ , which are non-zero.

Assuming that our beams are Gaussian in shape, the
broadening of the peaks in the angular pattern can be es-
timated. The divergence �θ of the Gaussian SHG beam is
given by �θ = λ

πb = 18.2◦ where b is half the beam waist,
i.e., 2b = 1.028 μm and λ is the SH wavelength (514 nm).
This estimated size of the area of the generated SH light is
in agreement with theoretical values.59 A normalized repre-
sentation of I2ω that consists of two Gaussian peaks centered
around 39.2◦ and with a FWHM width of 18.2◦ is plotted
in Fig. 2(a). This curve can be seen to capture the essentials

FIG. 3. Power dependence of the SHG intensity (data points) from the liquid
jet of water for different scattering angles: θ = 15◦ (a) and θ = 35◦ (b). The
iris size was 3 mm, corresponding to 3.5◦ angular resolution. The solid black
line is a quadratic fit. The power was measured just before the beam hits the
jet.

of the observed PP scattering pattern. Thus, the angular pat-
tern can be explained by focusing of the incoming beam on
the backside of the liquid jet in combination with subsequent
surface second harmonic generation in transmission from the
air/water interface. We note that this model is valid when the
jet size (35 μm) is smaller or comparable with the fundamen-
tal beam waist (35 μm) and it is much larger than the wave-
length (1.030 μm). Nonlinear Mie scattering theory can pro-
vide a more rigorous description of the angular pattern.60

In Fig. 2(a) the SH intensity at θ = 40◦ is much larger
than the intensity that appears at θ = 0◦, i.e., the phase match-
ing direction (without refraction in the jet). We can now see
that this is caused by the focusing properties of the liquid jet
that depend only on the wavelength, the shape of the jet, and
the refractive index of the liquid. With such high intensities
being generated at the backside of the liquid jet, it is valid to
investigate to what extent this high intensity is damaging the
material or altering its response. We have therefore measured
the SHG response at two different scattering angles as a func-
tion of increasing incident pulse power. If there are no higher
order effects or thermal lensing61 we expect that the inten-
sity scales quadratically with the incident power (P). Figure 3
displays the emitted SHG intensity for two different scatter-
ing angles that are highlighted with dashed lines in Fig. 2(a)
(θ = 15◦ and θ = 35◦) versus the incoming power. The solid
lines are fits to a quadratic power dependence. Since the data
can be described well by a quadratic dependence, we con-
clude that there is little influence of the higher order pro-
cesses on the signal. An explanation for this observation can
be found by considering the beam size and the flow speed of
the jet: The jet flows with 7 m/s (or 35 μm for every 5 μs,
which is the interval between the laser pulses). Thus, for ev-
ery new pulse (with a 35 μm beam waist at the front plane,
and a focus of 2 μm in horizontal and 35 μm in vertical direc-
tion at the back plane) the interface is continuously refreshed.
Thus, there is no sign of photodamage or changes in surface
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FIG. 4. SFG spectrum from the ethanol/air interface of a 35 μm liquid jet.
The spectrum was averaged for 900 s.

structure due to laser induced heating62 and one can use al-
most unlimited laser power.

B. SFG from a jet of ethanol

To test whether the observed intensity increase and an-
gular dependence can also be exploited with sum frequency
generation, we have performed an SFG experiment using a
liquid microjet of ethanol (C2H5OH). Ethanol is an ideal ref-
erence solution because of its well-established spectral res-
onance in the 3 μm region of the IR spectrum (which was
used in these experiments).63 The experiment was performed
in the geometry sketched in Fig. 1(c). Figure 4 shows the
SFG spectrum recorded in the polarization combination SSP
and acquired with an integration time of 900 s. The spec-
trum displays three resonances: The CH3 Fermi resonance at
2940 cm−1, the CH3 symmetric stretch mode at 2875 cm−1,
and the CH2 symmetric stretch mode at 2850 cm−1. These
resonances were also observed in SFG experiments from a
planar ethanol/air interface.63 Compared to Refs. 63 and 64,
the spectrum in Fig. 4 has a larger symmetric CH2 peak stretch
mode. The difference can be explained either by slight differ-
ences in the chemical surface structure or by the difference
in spectral resolution. As with the SHG experiments, no sig-
nal was recorded in the forward direction. Compared to the
SHG data in Fig. 2 it does appear that the comparative en-
hancement of the signal is smaller for the SFG experiment.
This can be explained by the difference in the wavelength of
the two incoming beams: The 800 nm beam has a much nar-
rower focus at the back plane of the jet (∼1 μm) than the
IR beam (∼3 μm). This could in principle be improved by re-
shaping the beam size of the visible and IR beams so that they
have the same size at the back plane of the jet. Nevertheless,
Fig. 4 does show that it is possible to perform SFG experi-
ments from the surface of a liquid jet. This opens up the pos-
sibility to incorporate liquid jets in X-ray or UV resonant SFG
experiments that require a vacuum environment. It also means
that comparative measurements can be performed with both
XPS51 and SHG or SFG, which will be beneficial in under-
standing the complex chemical nature of liquid interfaces.

One possible application of SHG/SFG on a liquid micro-
jet is the study of adsorption kinetics occurring at a gas/liquid
interface, similar to studies with an overflowing cylinder.46–49

Measurements on different vertical positions can be used
here, but are limited by the stability of the laminar part of
the microjet. To estimate the time resolution and duration of
such a kinetic experiment we need to consider the length of
the laminar part, the flow speed and the beam size. The flow
speed in our setup was 7 m/s (but can be increased up to
70 m/s). The laminar length is approximately 2 mm, which
results in a time window of 28–280 μs for 70–7 m/s, respec-
tively. The size of focus is 35 μm in diameter, which means
we can probe time intervals of �t = 0.5–5 μs for 70 or 7 m/s,
respectively.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

SFG and non-resonant SHG experiments were performed
from the surface of a liquid microjet. We have measured non-
resonant SHG scattering patterns from a water microjet and
observe a strong enhancement of the SHG signal for certain
scattering angles. We explain the enhancement by inserting
the optical properties and shape of the liquid microjet in a ray
optics computation that shows the fundamental beam is fo-
cused on the back side of the liquid jet (in the case that the
jet and the beam have comparable dimensions). The resultant
focused optical field produces SHG signal from the air/water
surface that is peaked at an angle of ∼ 40◦ with respect to the
optical axis. A polarization analysis shows that there is a neg-
ligible contribution of bulk processes. The power dependence
shows that even up to very high laser powers the process re-
mains second-order in nature, which is undoubtedly caused
by the high refreshment rate of the jet surface. SFG experi-
ments from the surface of a liquid microjet of ethanol in air
show that it is also possible to measure the coherent vibra-
tional spectrum of the ethanol/air interface in this way. In the
future, it should be possible to use liquid jets to perform far-
UV or X-ray based nonlinear optical surface experiments.65

In addition, combined XPS/SHG/SFG measurements are fea-
sible which will be very useful in understanding molecular
foundations of electrostatic and chemical surface properties
and phenomena.
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